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Abstract: RNAs are prone to misfolding and are often more challenging to crystallize and phase than
proteins. Here, we demonstrate that tRNA fusion can streamline the crystallization and structure
determination of target RNA molecules. This strategy was applied to the T-box riboswitch system
to capture a dynamic interaction between the tRNA 3′-UCCA tail and the T-box antiterminator,
which senses aminoacylation. We fused the T-box antiterminator domain to the tRNA anticodon
arm to capture the intended interaction through crystal packing. This approach drastically improved
the probability of crystallization and successful phasing. Multiple structure snapshots captured
the antiterminator loop in an open conformation with some resemblance to that observed in the
recent co-crystal structures of the full-length T box riboswitch–tRNA complex, which contrasts the
resting, closed conformation antiterminator observed in an earlier NMR study. The anticipated
tRNA acceptor–antiterminator interaction was captured in a low-resolution crystal structure. These
structures combined with our previous success using prohead RNA–tRNA fusions demonstrates
tRNA fusion is a powerful method in RNA structure determination.

Keywords: RNA; riboswitch; structure; X-ray crystallography; crystal packing; RNA binding;
base pair

1. Introduction

Besides serving as a central link to pass genetic information from DNA to protein,
RNA is capable of adopting stable ternary structures to catalyze biochemical reactions,
regulate gene expression in cis, and serve as structural scaffolds. Riboswitches manifested
this theme excellently. Riboswitches regulate the expression level of the bacterial mRNA in
cis in response to a specific cellular metabolite (for an excellent recent review on riboswitch
function and diversity, see [1]). Regulation generally occurs at the level of premature tran-
scription termination or translation initiation, involving ligand-dependent conformational
changes; other mechanisms exist, such as regulating mRNA stability [2].

Considerable effort has been devoted to characterizing the structure—function relation-
ship in riboswitches in order to understand their ligand recognition and the conformational
switching mechanisms. The most productive method to provide such high-resolution struc-
tural information has been X-ray crystallography. Like many challenges encountered in
early protein crystallography, obtaining diffraction-quality crystals remains quite challeng-
ing for RNA due to its irregular shape and higher conformational flexibility in RNA [3–5].
To overcome these challenges, RNA engineering is a crucial part of most RNA structure
determination efforts, and several proven strategies now exist [5–7]. Often, targets are
chosen from more stable RNA structures from thermophilic organisms, construct length
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is minimized, distal helices and loops not directly involved in function are shortened,
simplified, or replaced with known stable motifs that serve as crystallization contacts (i.e.,
the GAAA tetraloop), and stabilizing mutations are made. Another strategy is to bind
stabilizing elements to the target RNA as a crystallization chaperone. U1A-binding motifs
and K-turns have been introduced into nonessential regions of RNAs and the resulting
fusion RNA displayed improved crystallization and X-ray diffraction properties when in
complex with U1A- or K-turn-binding protein, respectively [6,8–12]. A similar approach
is to raise Fab antibody fragments to stabilize structures and thanks to modern panning
methods, this technique is becoming more feasible [13–18]. Post-crystallization approaches
including cation replacement and dehydration have also shown considerable success for
improving diffraction quality [19,20].

The use of crystallization chaperones is also instrumental in protein crystallography;
however, many chaperone proteins are covalently fused with the target protein, either at
termini or internal loops, to prevent chaperone dissociation during crystallization [3,21–24].
Analogously, we show that tRNA can be a useful crystallization chaperone when covalently
fused to the target RNA molecule. The ability of tRNAs to form higher-ordered scaffolds
is demonstrated by their behavior in crystals. The first RNA structure determined using
X-ray crystallography was that of yeast tRNAPhe in 1973 [25] and many additional tRNA
structures have since been determined. The crystal packing interactions formed by tRNAs
have been well characterized. Our choice to use tRNA as a crystallization chaperone
is based on prior knowledge that tRNA folds robustly strong evolutionary pressure to
conserve its structure; the inspection of other tRNA crystal structures revealed strong and
predictable crystal contacts and engineered tRNA fusions have shown drastically improved
folding and stability when expressed in vivo [26–29]. We have previously employed tRNA
fusions to determine the structure prohead RNA (pRNA) domain II structure [30,31]. We
hypothesized that we could use an engineered tRNA scaffold to assist the crystallization
of the usually dynamic T-box antiterminator and to potentially select tRNA acceptor–
antiterminator interactions in crystals. Here, we present our engineering workflow and
the three resulting structures of tRNA–antiterminator fusions that provide insight into
the conformational flexibility in the antiterminator and potential mechanisms for tRNA
acceptor recognition. We have now successfully applied this strategy to multiple systems
in our laboratory and believe the tRNA module offers more opportunities to form stable
crystal contacts capable of trapping dynamic target RNAs in one or more conformations
suited for crystal growth and high-resolution X-ray diffraction analysis.

2. Materials and Methods

Construct design, RNA transcription, purification, and refolding—The scaffold for
tRNA fusions was the core of the G. kaustophilus tRNAGly that we previously published [32].
Constructs were designed using a rational approach for modelling with folding predictions
performed using the MFold webserver, such that intended secondary structures were
predicted to be maintained [33]. tRNA sequences were PCR amplified by nested PCR and
cloned into a modified pUC vector to include the T7 promoter and a 3′ HDV ribozyme [4].
For crystallization, each modified tRNA fusion was PCR amplified from the pUC vector
using a generic 5′ (AAAAGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGCGGAAGTAGTTCAGTG-
GTAGAACAC) and 3′ primer (either T [2′ O-methyl-G] GAGCGGAAGACGGGACTC for
a UCCA tail or T [2′ O-methyl-G] CCGCGGAAGACGGGACTC) for a UCGG tail. The
amplified PCR products were used directly as a template for T7 RNA polymerase run-off
transcription, with the 2′ O-methyl modification incorporated to reduce 3′ end variabil-
ity [34]. Transcription was performed as previously described [4]. RNAs were separated by
urea denaturing gel electrophoresis, excised from the gel by eluting into ddH2O. Eluted
RNAs were then buffer exchanged to removed contaminating gel materials and exchanged
into a minimal 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) with 50 mM NaCl. tRNA fusions were
refolded by heating to 92 ◦C for 2 min, cooled to 65 ◦C before adding 10 mM MgCl2, and
rapidly cooled on ice. The folding protocol was monitored using native polyacrylamide gel
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electrophoresis. tRNA fusions were concentrated using Millipore centrifugation columns
and either used directly in crystallization plates or flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Crystallization and data collection—Crystallization conditions were screened using
96-well sitting drop plates with a 1:1 RNA solution to reservoir solution ratio using the
Natrix HT and Nucleic Acid Mini-screens (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA).
Data sets were collected from four different tRNA–antiterminator fusions. Construct #4
crystals were optimized in 50 mM sodium cacodylate pH 6.0, 80 mM KCl, 12 mM spermine,
20 mM BaCl2, 15% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol and cryoprotected by supplementation with
10% ethylene glycol. Construct #5 crystals were optimized in 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.5, 1.6 M Ammonium sulfate and cryoprotected by supplementation with 20%
ethylene glycol. Construct #19 crystals were optimized in 10% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol,
40 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7, 12 mM spermine hydrochloride, 40 mM lithium chloride,
80 mM strontium chloride, 20 mM magnesium chloride and cryoprotected by supplemen-
tation of the well solution with 15% ethylene glycol. Data were collected at the Advanced
Photon Source on the NE-CAT beamlines 24-ID-E.

Data processing and structure solution—Data were processed using XDS [35], Point-
less, and Scala [36] in the RAPD pipeline developed at the NE-CAT facility at the Advanced
Photon Source. Data processing details are shown in Table 1. The relatively conservative
resolution cut-offs were determined by evaluating CC1/2 and I/σI values. The resolu-
tion cut-offs for both high-resolution structures were chosen just below the point that
CC1/2 values rapidly declined while I/σI was greater than 1.5. Data were phased using
Phaser-MR [37] from the Phenix program suite [38] with our previously determined G.
kaustophilus tRNAGly structure (PDB ID: 4MGM) as a search model [32]. All manual struc-
ture building was performed using Coot [39] and the RCrane extension [40]. Refinements
were performed using PHENIX.Refine [41] or Refmac [41] and Rosetta ERRASER [42] was
used to improve model building, giving the limited resolution of the data. Structure figures
were generated in PyMol (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0 Schrödinger,
LLC, New York, NY, USA).

Table 1. X-ray data collection and processing statistics.

/ AntiTtRNA Construct 4
UCCA -2bp

AntiT-tRNA Construct
19 Flip UCCA

AntiT-tRNA Construct 5
MOD FL

Data collection a / / /
Beamline APS 24ID-E APS 24ID-E APS 24ID-E

Wavelength (Å) 0.979 0.979 0.978

Resolution range (Å)
32–2.95

(3.11–2.95)
33.6–3.03

(3.14–3.03)
45.8–6.1

(6.45–6.12)
Space group C2221 C2221 P6122

Unit cell dimensions
(Å)

a = 88.6,
b = 165.2,
c = 57.1

a = 46.2,
b = 56.7,
c = 268.9

a = 168.5,
b = 168.5,
c = 136.3

Unique reflections 9103 (1263) 7208 (688) 2948
Completeness (%) 99.5 (97.5) 99.2 (98.6) 99.3 (99.7)

Multiplicity 6.2 (4.9) 7.1 (7.3) 9.8 (10.1)
Average I/σI 18.9 (3.2) 12.9 (1.6) 13.6 (1.3)

Rmerge 0.115 (0.552) 0.131 (1.135) 0.136 (1.991)
Rp.i.m. 0.055 (0.277) 0.053 (0.446) 0.047 (0.673)
CC1/2 0.942 (0.808) 0.997 (0.991) 0.998 (0.351)

Refinement / / /
Rwork (Rfree) 24.7 (26.5) 24.6 (27.6) /

B-factors (Å2) / / /
All atoms 63.3 100.7 /

RNA 63.0 100.3 /
Ions 100.2 144.57 /

r.m.s.d. bond length
(Å)

0.002 0.005 /

r.m.s.d. bond angle (◦) 0.536 0.95 /
PDB Accession Codes 7UQ6 7UZ0 /

a Data in parentheses represent the highest-resolution shell.
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3. Results
3.1. Challenges in Crystallizing the tRNA/T-Box Antiterminator Complex Inspired the Design of
tRNA–Antiterminator Fusions

The T-box family of riboswitches are quite unique because they bind tRNA and sense
its aminoacylation status to regulate downstream genes, typically amino acid synthetases
and importers (Figure 1A) [43,44]. Despite being studied for more than 30 years, the
high-resolution T-box riboswitch–tRNA complex structure has only recently been deter-
mined [45–47]. T-box riboswitches can be grouped into two related structural motifs,
depending on whether they regulate at the level of transcription or translation. For an
excellent recent review of the structure and function of the structural elements from these
two classes, see Zhang 2020 [48]. In brief, Stem I decodes the tRNA, forming the codon–
anticodon interaction and other docking interactions with tRNA [12,32,49–51]. Stem 1
is followed by a variable region that can include two additional stems, though in the
well-characterized tRNAGly sensing switches that have been the focus of most structural
studies, these stems are absent or minimal [52,53]. The variable regions are important
for stabilizing and orienting other important structural elements of the T-box riboswitch
and also form important interactions with tRNA directly [45–47]. The final stem, together
with Stem III form the antiterminator or discriminator that transitions between either a
terminator/antiterminator or a sequesteror/antisequestorer and senses the aminoacylation
status of the bound tRNA [43,54].
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is highlighted in orange. The more variable region of the T-box structure is indicated by a dashed 
line. tRNA is shown as a cartoon with the acceptor stem in blue, the D-loop in red, the anticodon 
stem loop in green, the T-loop in cyan and the 3′ acceptor extension in magenta. (B) Secondary 
structure model of the G. kaustophilus tRNAGly scaffold used in this work, colored as in Panel A, with 
antiterminator stem-loop insertions (highlighted by a dashed grey box) in the anticodon stem rep-
resented by orange lines. The UGGA motif (purple) in the antiterminator single-stranded bulge is 
the tRNA acceptor (UCCA) binding site from the T-box riboswitch antiterminator. (C) Potential in-
termolecular complexes hypothesized, either dimeric (top) or bridging (bottom) during engineering 

Figure 1. Engineering tRNA fusions. (A) Schematic of the T-box riboswitch–tRNA complex with the
three previously demonstrated intermolecular contacts highlighted by red numbers. The conserved
T-box structure is shown schematically with stems indicated by grey base pairs and loops and bulges
shown unpaired. The antiterminator portion of the T-box RNA that is the focus of this work is
highlighted in orange. The more variable region of the T-box structure is indicated by a dashed line.
tRNA is shown as a cartoon with the acceptor stem in blue, the D-loop in red, the anticodon stem loop
in green, the T-loop in cyan and the 3′ acceptor extension in magenta. (B) Secondary structure model
of the G. kaustophilus tRNAGly scaffold used in this work, colored as in Panel A, with antiterminator
stem-loop insertions (highlighted by a dashed grey box) in the anticodon stem represented by orange
lines. The UGGA motif (purple) in the antiterminator single-stranded bulge is the tRNA acceptor
(UCCA) binding site from the T-box riboswitch antiterminator. (C) Potential intermolecular complexes
hypothesized, either dimeric (top) or bridging (bottom) during engineering of the tRNA–antiterminator
fusion. tRNA molecules are shown schematically and colored as in Panel B.

A structure of a minimal antiterminator stem was determined by NMR, revealing
important structural features for display of the tRNA acceptor recognition sequences [55]
and more recently, structures of the full-length T-box riboswitches, a tRNA–discriminator
complex and several biophysical approaches revealed key details regarding the interaction
of the tRNA acceptor and the discriminator [45–47,56–58]. Together, these data support a
model for tRNA sensing, where tRNA first rapidly binds to the Stem 1 structure through
a sequence-specific codon–anticodon interaction and is stabilized against the stem by
structurally specific docking between the distal Stem 1 loops and the tRNA D- and T-
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loops [5,59,60]. With tRNA anchored to the mRNA leader, an antiterminator is stabilized
by base pairing between the uncharged tRNA UCCA 3′ tail and a UGGA sequence in the
antiterminator bulge and co-helical stacking between the acceptor helix and the antitermi-
nator helix (Figure 1A) [45–47,61–65]. Aminoacylated tRNA binds Stem 1 but is unable to
stabilize the antiterminator, allowing a transcription terminator to form and favoring tRNA
release.

Prior to the publication of high-resolution full-length T-box riboswitch–tRNA struc-
tures, our attempts to assemble a stable tRNA–antiterminator complex on its own were
unsuccessful. Numerous constructs were examined, including simplified versions of the
antiterminator stem with shortened, stabilized helices, exchanging the terminal loop for a
GAAA tetraloop and simplified tRNAs, including constructs to mimic the acceptor stem
alone, capped with a GAAA tetraloop. Ultimately, these crystallization efforts were not
successful, likely hampered by the dynamic nature of this interaction. We hypothesized
that if we created an artificial fusion between tRNA and the T-box antiterminator, there
is a possibility that the intended 1:1 tRNA–antiterminator complex may be captured in
crystal contacts, where the tRNA acceptor from one fusion molecule contacts a crystallo-
graphically related antiterminator domain. This idea was inspired by the existing literature
showing that tRNA is a robust, widespread RNA fold [66–68]. The general tRNA fold is
conserved throughout all domains of life and remnants of the fold exist in other structured
RNAs, including tmRNA [69], the tRNA-like structure (TLS) found at the 3′ end of the
Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus (TYMV) [70], and Y RNA [71]. tRNA is composed of the
acceptor stem (with a UCCA 3′ tail that becomes aminoacylated), the D-loop, the anticodon
stem-loop, and the T-loop (Figure 1B). This “cloverleaf” secondary structure folds into an
L-shaped three-dimensional structure with the D- and T-loops interacting at the elbow and
the acceptor and anticodon stems protruding from either arm of the “L” (Figure 1A). This
stable fold is also ideally suited, due to its biological roles, to form RNA–RNA complexes
through specific base pairing to the anticodon and through base stacking against the D- and
T-loop platforms and the terminus of the acceptor helix. Additionally, circularly permu-
tated tRNAs and anticodon and acceptor arm mimics have been used to study translation
mechanisms and in several RNA structure–function studies [12,72–76]. Fusing an RNA
of interest to tRNA via its anticodon stem has been shown to consistently improve its
in vivo folding and stability [28]. We initially designed fusion constructs based on in silico
modeling using known tRNA structures and the antiterminator NMR structure [55], but
ultimately screened numerous constructs, summarized in Figure 2. We hypothesized that
we could either develop a construct that formed closed dimers across complementary
acceptor stems and antiterminators, or that the acceptor–antiterminator interaction would
stabilize higher-ordered interactions observed through crystal packing. We solved three
different tRNA–antiterminator fusion structures and in all cases, the core tRNA structure
closely resembles the published G. kaustophilus tRNAGly structure with only minor dif-
ferences [32]. Here, we will begin by discussing our iterative engineering approach to
optimizing constructs and attaining diffraction-quality crystals before providing a more
in-depth analysis of the structures themselves.

To begin to design tRNA–antiterminator fusion for crystallization, we first sought to
minimize the structure. Our starting point was the full-length antiterminator from the G.
kaustophilus tRNAGly T-box riboswitch that has been the model for most of our previous
work [5,30–32,49,59]. The G. kaustophilus antiterminator resembles canonical antitermi-
nators with a proximal helix, broken by a single-stranded bulge that contains the tRNA
UCCA tail recognition sequence, UGGA and a distal helix capped by a loop. To simplify the
structure, both helices were shortened, and G-C base pairs were incorporated to stabilize
the shortened helices. The broadly utilized GAAA tetraloop was also incorporated into the
distal helix to provide a stable turn with a known propensity to form crystal contacts. This
led us to Constructs #1–4, where the only variable was the length of the anticodon helix
linking the tRNA scaffold to the antiterminator (Figure 2). This was varied to alter the di-
rection and distance of the antiterminator bulge relative to the tRNA. From this initial set of
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constructs, our first well-diffracting crystals were obtained from Construct #4. The structure
was easily solved using molecular replacement with analogous fragments from our previ-
ous G. kaustophilus tRNAGly crystal structure (PDB ID: 4MGM) as the search model [32].
After phasing, a clear density for the engineered antiterminator inserts were observed in all
data sets. To our disappointment, the targeted tRNA acceptor arm/antiterminator bulge
interaction was not observed, so we altered our starting model to favor the interaction (see
information below and Figure 3). Interestingly, the resulting antiterminator domain, and
those from later tRNA fusion structures, adopted an unexpected conformation distinct
from the previously determined antiterminator NMR structure [55]. This is analyzed in
detail later.
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Figure 2. tRNA–antiterminator fusion designs. The core G. kaustophilus tRNAGly structure remained
consistent across designs with insertions restricted to the anticodon stem (green), colored as in the
structural schematic (top) and secondary structure model (bottom, Construct #1, AntiTtRNA shown)
on the left panel with the single-stranded bulge (red) either on the 5′ side or 3′ side of the inserted
stem loop, capped by a GAAA tetraloop (black). The 3′ end of the tRNA also includes either a typical
UCCA tail or an engineered GGCA tail (magenta). Resolution listed on the right column represents
predicted diffraction limits from two orthologous diffraction images from crystals pulled directly
from sparse matrix crystal screens (black font). Red font indicates crystal constructs for which full
data sets were collected. A dashed line indicates constructs that either did not crystallize or did not
yield crystals of sufficient quality for looping and testing.

We took two separate approaches to promote the targeted complex formation. The
first approach was to strengthen the potential base pairing between the tRNA acceptor and
the antiterminator by replacing the UCCA tRNA acceptor tail with GGCA and making the
complementary UGGA to UGCC substitution in the antiterminator. These complementary
modifications maintain the length of the Watson–Crick base paired interaction, but an A–U
base pair was replaced with a G-C pair to increase stability. This group of modifications
led to a low-resolution structure (Figure 2, Construct #5) that was solved by molecular
replacement and the crystal packing is such that the targeted interaction could form. How-
ever, despite significant effort, diffraction could not be improved to a suitable resolution to
definitively model the tRNA acceptor–antiterminator interaction.
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Figure 3. The 2.95 Å resolution crystal structures of tRNA–antiterminator fusion Construct #4 in
space group C2221. (A) Cartoon representation with 2Fo-Fc electron density contoured at 1.0 σ, shown
as a mesh. (B) Part A rotated 90◦ and shown without electron density. (C) Overall structure crystal
packing across the antiterminator bulge and (D) close-up of the antiterminator bulge interactions
highlighted by the dashed box in Panel C. Nucleotide numbering corresponds to numbering in the
full-length construct. Coloring as in Figure 1 schematic, with the acceptor stem (blue), D-loop (red),
T-loop (cyan), anticodon stem (green), antiterminator insertion (black), and the T-box sequence and
tRNA UCCA tail (magenta).
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The second approach we used to favor the targeted complex was to fuse the an-
titerminator domain to tRNA in a circular permutated fashion, with the tRNA attached
to the loop end of the antiterminator, rather than to the stem base. The reason for this
counterintuitive fusion design was to orient the antiterminator bulge in an orientation
that might favor the formation of a head-to-tail tRNA–antiterminator dimer. To direct
the bulge in the same direction as the tRNA acceptor arm, an obvious approach would
be to lengthen or shorten the anticodon stem to rotate the bulge around the RNA helix,
but to avoid adding unnecessary length to extend the helix to rotate another 90–180◦, we
designed a “flipped” antiterminator in which the bulge was located on the 3′ end of the
distal helix rather than the 5′ end (Figure 2, Constructs #12–21). Moving the bulge also
required the circular permutation of the T-box interaction motif to restore antiparallel base
pairing between the UCCA/UGGC tail. This design should place the bulge on the same
face of the helix as the acceptor stem, which was indeed observed in the 3.0 Å resolution
structure determined using Construct #19 (see description below). However, again the
targeted interaction was not observed. This level of iterative engineering is common during
any typical RNA structure determination effort. The fact that we obtained two different,
well-diffracting crystal forms for a challenging target with little condition optimization
or post-crystallization manipulation was encouraging. Upon recognizing how powerful
this fusion approach was to structure determination in general, we abandoned further
engineering to select for our desired complex and instead focused on analyzing the insight
we could glean from our two high-resolution structures and to focus on applying the tRNA
fusion method to other structured RNAs of interest.

3.2. The Structure of a Minimal tRNA–Antiterminator Fusion (Construct #4)

Because crystal lattice interactions are difficult to predict, we used an iterative ap-
proach to design, produce and optimize the crystallization constructs. The initial designs
(constructs #1–4) used the native tRNA UCCA 3′ tail and the anticodon stem lengths were
varied. Well-diffracting crystals were obtained from Construct #4 and the structure was
determined to 2.95 Å resolution (Figure 3A,B and Supplementary Materials Figure S1). The
data quality was good, the structure was easily phased using molecular replacement with
the previously determined G. kaustophilus tRNAGly structure (PDB ID: 4MGM) with its
anticodon loop removed. Continuous electron density for all nucleotides, including the
entire antiterminator that was absent from the search model, was observed, excluding the
last A87 from the UCCA tail (see Supplementary Materials Figure S2).

This construct crystallized in the space group C2221 with one molecule in the asymmet-
ric unit. Symmetry-related molecules formed crystal contacts by stacking neighboring D-
T-Loops against one another and through mutual interactions from the antiterminator loop
to the same antiterminator loop of a symmetry-related molecule, in a kissing–bulge interac-
tion (see Supplementary Materials Figure S3. Notably, the propensity for antiterminators to
form kissing bulges in solution was previously observed and the NMR structure carries a
single point mutation in the bulge to inhibit dimer formation [55,63]. The antiterminator
fusion is oriented such that the antiterminator bulge is directed out the opposite face of
the tRNA to the acceptor stem (Figure 3A,B). The bulge is in an extended conformation,
creating an ~90◦ bend to extend the distal antiterminator stem and GAAA tetraloop in
the same direction as the tRNA acceptor stem. The extended conformation of the bulge
is stabilized by interaction with the bulge of its symmetry mate (Figure 3C,D). All bases
in the bulge are exposed to intermolecular contacts in this conformation, and they form
imperfectly paired Watson–Crick base pairs with the bulge residues in a crystal symmetry
mate. The interacting RNAs run antiparallel to each other, as expected for the biological
acceptor–antiterminator interaction, but U31 is directed away from the interaction into
the open space of the bulge and potentially forms a stacking interaction with U31 from a
symmetry-related molecule (Figure 3D). The remainder of the acceptor recognition motif,
G32, G33 and A34, forms Watson–Crick pairs with the symmetry-related C37 and C36 and
a sugar–Hoogsteen pair with A35, respectively. This interaction is extended across the
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loop by symmetry where A35, C36 and C37 for the molecule in the asymmetric unit base
pairs to the symmetry-related acceptor recognition motif, A34, G33 and G32, respectively.
The result of this extensive base-pairing scheme is an extended co-helical stack from the
GAAA tetraloop of one distal antiterminator stem-loop to the distal GAAA tetraloop of its
symmetry mate with the extended helix formed through the interacting bulges (Figure 3D).
Interestingly, the conformation of the antiterminator domain in this crystal form is con-
sistent with that in our later crystal structure but differs significantly from that in the
antiterminator NMR structure (see Supplementary Materials Figure S4) [55]. In both the
NMR and our crystal structure, the 7 nt bulge imparts a similar ~90◦ kink between the
proximal and distal helices; however, the bulge itself adopts an open conformation in the
crystal structures to welcome base-pairing interactions, whereas the equivalent region in
the NMR structure is in a partially occluded conformation. In the conformation of the NMR
structure, tRNA binding to the antiterminator would require conformational rearrange-
ment, as recognized by the authors [55]. While the NMR structure likely reveals the most
stable resting structure of a monomeric antiterminator, our crystal structure is much closer
to the conformation of the tRNA-bound form, with an open antiterminator bulge bound by
an RNA duplex with at least a 4-nt 3′-overhang (Figure 4A). The observed interaction is
stabilized by forming an extended helix with the distal antiterminator helix (Figure 3C).
While the antiterminator bulge opens up similarly among the co-crystal structures and the
engineered tRNA–antiterminator fusions, the bases rotate out to expose their Watson–Crick
edges in opposite orientations. The final conformation of GGA is similar, though U turns
inward, likely due to steric hinderance by the crystal symmetry interaction (Figure 4B).
While this structure does not directly demonstrate the targeted acceptor–antiterminator
interaction, the overall conformation of the antiterminator bulge and the similar co-axial
stack with the antiterminator distal stem-loop while the UCCA tail interacts with the an-
titerminator UGGA resemble that of the high-resolution complexes. At this point, we chose
to focus on engineering the structure to stabilize the target complex.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the fusion antiterminator and ileS T-box riboswitch-tRNA co-crystal struc-
tures. (A) The tRNA acceptor stem-binding bases, UGGA, were superposed from the ileS T-box
riboswitch structure (light blue, PDB ID: 6UFG), and the structures of Constructs #4 (cyan) and
#19 (magenta). The antiterminator bulges are highlighted by a dashed box. (B) Close up of the
UGGA motif from the antiterminator bulge and its interaction with tRNA (yellow) in the ileS T-box
riboswitch structure. Nucleotides are numbered according to numbering in deposited coordinate
files and are colored as in Panel A.
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3.3. Relocation of the Antiterminator Bulge to the 3′ Side of the Stem-Loop

To rotate the orientation of the antiterminator bulge to the other side of the RNA helix
and favor a closed dimer, we engineered the bulge at the 3′ side of the antiterminator stem
(Figure 2, Constructs #12–21). Well-diffracting crystals were obtained for this “flipped”
bulge design with a UCCA tail and a full-length anticodon stem (Construct #19, AntiTtRNA
Flip UCCA). Data were processed to 3.0 Å resolution in space group C2221 with different
cell dimensions than the previous C2221 structure. Like the previous solution, the data were
readily solved by molecular replacement using the trimmed G. kaustophilus tRNAGly crystal
structure (PDB ID: 4MGM) and nucleotides in the unmodeled regions were readily inter-
pretable. Since the stem was 2 bp longer than Construct #4, the bulge extends approximately
90◦ from the direction of the tRNA acceptor arm (Figure 5). Like the first fusion structure,
the bulge forms an extended interaction with the distal antiterminator helix, which is bent
~90◦ from the direction of the anticodon stem. Interestingly, like the 5′ side bulge, the first
base, U44 (equivalent to U31 in Construct #4) is directed inward toward the center of the
bulge, to stack with A43 from an A-U Watson–Crick base pair at the base of the distal
stem (Figure 5D). Most notably, the remaining bases in the antiterminator bulge (45–50)
rotate completely out, forming continuous symmetric WC and non-WC base pairs with the
equivalent region of a symmetry molecule (with C45-G50SYM1, A46-U49SYM1, A47 inter-
acting with A48SYM1, A48 with A47SYM1, U49-A46SYM1, and G50-C45SYM1) (Figure 5D and
Supplementary Materials Figure S5). The orientation of this loop away from the antiter-
minator, with WC edges solvent exposed, is a similar overall orientation to the previous
structure (Construct #4). A third contact from the antiterminator distal GAAA tetraloop of
another symmetry-related molecule interacts with the bulge, docking in the minor groove
of the intermolecular helix at base pairs C45-G50SYM1 and A46-U49SYM1, forming base
triples or contacts with 2′-OH from the antiterminator bulge of symmetry mates. A40
of the symmetry tetraloop forms a sheared A-minor interaction with A46-U49SYM1. The
interesting crystal contacts forming with the rest of the molecule occur through the tRNA
D- T-loops stacking against the first base pair in the tRNA acceptor stem G1-C87. While
these high-resolution structures did not trap our targeted tRNA 3′ tail–antiterminator
complex, the conformations and base pairing from the antiterminator bulge reveal several
characteristics about how the bulge interacts with target tRNA to sense aminoacylation.
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Figure 5. The 3.0 Å resolution crystal structures of tRNA–antiterminator Construct #19 in space
group C2221. (A) Cartoon representation of the overall structure. (B) Part A rotated 90◦. (C) Overall
structure of crystal packing at the antiterminator bulge. (D) Part C rotate 90◦. (E) Close-up of the
antiterminator bulge interactions highlighted by the dashed box in Panel D. Nucleotide numbering
corresponds to numbering in the full-length construct. Coloring as in Figure 1 schematic.

3.4. Phasing of a Low-Resolution Interaction between the tRNA Acceptor and Antiterminator

Armed with two high-resolution tRNA–antiterminator fusion models, we were able
to phase a low-resolution crystal form using molecular replacement that appears to possess
the targeted interaction. Construct 5 possessed the modified tRNA 3′ GGCA and its com-
plementary antiterminator UGCC. Despite repeated attempts to improve X-ray diffraction,
the best data set was processed to 6.1 Å resolution. Crystals formed in space group P6122
with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. A clear molecular replacement solution was
obtained that reveals the targeted tRNA acceptor–antiterminator bulge interaction between
symmetry-related molecules. The initial 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc electron density following rounds
of rigid-body refinement revealed continuous electron density and a large positive peak
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protruding from the tRNA acceptor stem 3′ end into the antiterminator bulge (Figure 6). A
tightly constrained model was built using ideal geometry to gain insight into the complex.
Unfortunately, due to the limited resolution, the interactions between the antiterminator
and CCA tail could not be definitively modelled. Further efforts to improve the resolution
of this crystal form have so far been unsuccessful, but these results are promising and
indicate that our rational design approach could lead to the capturing of the intended
interaction.
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Figure 6. The 6.1 Å resolution maps and preliminary model for the tRNA acceptor–T-box antitermi-
nator interaction in space group P6122. (A) Overall structure of the complex formed through crystal
symmetry and (B) close-up of the trapped tRNA UCCA–antiterminator interaction. The structure was
solved by molecular replacement with core tRNA scaffold and the terminal GAAA-tetraloop. After a
round of rigid body refinement, omit 2Fo-Fc (grey, contoured at 1.0 σ) and Fo-Fc (green, contoured
at 2.5 σ) maps are shown as mesh. The complete model was placed in the density by fusing the
2.95 Å resolution Construct #4 structure antiterminator in the molecular replacement model. The
unmodelled region is drawn with bases removed in part A.

3.5. The tRNA Scaffold Is a Powerful Tool for RNA Structure Determination

Several observations during tRNA–antiterminator fusion work led us to conclude
that the tRNA scaffold could serve as a powerful tool for RNA structure determination:
(A) We had previously been unsuccessful at crystallizing the antiterminator but fusing it
to tRNA dramatically improved the chance of crystallization. (B) Because tRNA folding
is very robust, it may prevent target RNA misfolding by restricting alternative folding
pathways. (C) Phasing RNA structures can be challenging but the stably folded tRNA
scaffold makes phasing by molecular replacement straight forward. (D) The combination
of the above factors led to very efficient RNA structure determination pipeline, drastically
reducing the effort of solving an RNA structure. Clearly, the tRNA scaffolding approach is a
powerful tool for RNA structure determination. We also used a simplified tRNA scaffolding
approach for other RNA structural targets that have resisted other crystallization efforts
in the lab, including the previously discussed phi-29 DNA packaging motor [30,77,78].
This technique has become a key method in our lab when characterizing RNAs that prove
difficult to crystallize.

4. Discussion

RNA structure determination remains challenging. Here, we demonstrate the utility
of using tRNA fusions to stabilize dynamic RNAs, provide crystal packing interfaces and
to easily phase new structures using molecular replacement. The tRNA fusion strategy can
be an extremely powerful addition to the RNA structure determination toolkit, particularly
for RNAs that form small hairpins, are generally dynamic or poorly folded, or for studying
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small changes to a given RNA molecule, such as the consequence of nucleotide substitution
or chemical modification.

The biological roles of tRNA and its functional interfaces make it well suited to form
intermolecular interactions for RNA crystal growth. One of the notable features of tRNA
crystals is the observation of only a few different molecular packing interactions. These
interactions typically involve the regions of the molecule that have biological functions in
RNA recognition: the acceptor stem, the anticodon loop, and the stacking surface at the
D- and T-loops. Generally observed crystal contacts are kissing–loop interactions through
anticodon loops, the formation of an extended stacked helix by extension along the acceptor
arm/T-loop direction by base stacking at either end of the acceptor stem or D- T-loops, or
by interactions along parallel helices from the acceptor stem [6,79,80]. We observed several
of these previously identified tRNA crystal packing interactions within our engineered
construct crystals. This predictability in tRNA packing will also aid in rational construct
design as potential packing interactions and stem orientations can be readily modelled and
used to guide the fusion strategy.

The high-resolution structures determined all had symmetry-related contacts across
their antiterminator bulges. This is not too surprising since the region, by natural selection,
is optimized for interaction with a four-nucleotide linear RNA. Notably, homodimer forma-
tion across palindromic antiterminator bulges was previously observed for the B. subtilis
tyrS antiterminator and a single-point mutation was ultimately introduced into the bulge
to stabilize a monomeric form and determine NMR structure [55,63]. Though we did not
capture the tRNA acceptor–antiterminator bulge interactions in high resolution, we did
see examples of mimics in our structures with a single-stranded antiparallel RNA binding
across the bulge. Using calorimetry and fluorescence lifetime measurements, Zhang and
Ferré-D’Amaré previously demonstrated that the tRNA acceptor end coaxially stacks on
the T-box antiterminator helix to provide additional stability to the complex in addition
to the base pairing [61]. Our crystal structures display coaxial stacking of the acceptor
stem-mimic with the distal helix of the antiterminator, stabilizing the bend between the
proximal and distal antiterminator helices at ~90◦ angle. This is consistent with the full-
length structures of the T-box riboswitch tRNA structure both in crystal structures and
in solution, as observed by small-angle X-ray scattering and cryo-EM [46,47,57,58]. Our
low-resolution Construct 5 map and model demonstrates some success in the initial goal
to trap the tRNA acceptor tail bound to the antiterminator. Unfortunately, the limited
resolution restricts the level of detail gleaned from the structure and further optimization
of this crystal form and guided engineering of the constructs is the focus of future work.

5. Conclusions

One of the most important facets of this work is the demonstration of the power of the
tRNA-fusion approach in RNA structure determination. We have now successfully applied
this approach to studying the T box antiterminator (this work) and the phi-29 packaging
motor [30]. Engineered tRNA fusions can accommodate a wide range of insertions in their
anticodon stem from minimal, to very complex structures, such as the 218-nucleotide IRES
domain III, the 184-nucleotide full-length pRNA and even a 376-nucleotide construct from
23S RNA [28]. The flexibility to accommodate a wide range of insertions suggests this
tRNA fusion approach could be applied to many diverse RNAs in structure determination.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/cryst12050694/s1. Figure S1: Secondary structure models for the starting AntiTtRNA construct
and the three crystallized constructs with structures reported in the text. Figure S2: Electron density
for tRNA–antiterminator Construct #4 structure. Figure S3: Comparison of antiterminator bulge
conformations for the previously determined NMR structure (PDB ID:1N53) and Constructs #4 and
#19. Figure S4: Crystal packing interactions observed for the structure of Construct #4. Figure S5:
Crystal packing interactions observed for the structure of Construct #19.
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